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DICK DANIELS

Editor

Proposition 16, the so-called CLEAN

LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

Adv. Mgr.

amendment to the California Constitution,
went down to a well merited defeat on
Tuesday in what generally was considered
to be an upset.

Staff Editorial

The purported anti -obscenity initiative
was trailing nearly 2-1 yesterday despite
pre-election polls which had forecast its

Savio Ruling Unfair

victory by margins of up to 3-1 ...
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Free Speech, Civil Rights, Politics Arouse Readers

Freedom of speech to the university
leaders still means freedom to conform
in thought and action to university
rules.
Sax io is now the

ietim of a double

’Same Old Place’

Election Blues
For Dissenters
By JIM BAILEY
I’m almost going to miss not burning
my dirty hooks.
Frustrated sign painters were all around
me. ’I lies were ready- for the worst. Young
WOMPII 1,1 lib heer bottles sl iiiii led obscenities. Originalitv flowed as fast as the wine.
A sands% ich bag was covered with peare
signs and red paint in the shape of dripping blood. In the middle of the bag
someone scribbled. -Morality like everything else is in llllll ral."
Optimists. hedonists, reformers, idealists
stoldtoly us. us ire all cynical realists.
Paint was all oser the place. Since I
paint about as ssell as a mule on Death
Valley Days. all I did was yell.
drink and wait for s
to get mad at.
The announcer said there was no emoe cursed him.
tion this year.
The first peare Sian N lii up. S iiiii eone
said. "Let’s minis.’ to Oregoo! We couldn’t
tl iiiii gh: Ise sstre trapped Ii.. our own
Rationality has fled the nation and we
were fleeing faster than anyone else. When
we were too exhausted to throw "one of
them- in the pool_ we knew we had failed
in our escape.
in big green letters a sign read "Burn
loor Books Noss Beat the Rush. . ."
When we discovered we wouldn’t he putting up that sign. there were no cheers.
It Was too late for rimers. There was
among us the calm relief like after a
f tmeral.
We were subdued by our small victories.
Our harks %s ere mere growls. There was
hope and that made us safe.
NI. %ere trapped. We may base
burnt d
books Toestlay night, but we
didn’t and 1111%
W0111.1.
L burner 111,‘,1 a match. V’e
Wftl.
11 iiii illg 11111 there was no spark
left. VI! 11A1.11
11,1 I hi% morning.
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SDS Member Refutes
’Free Speech’ Charge

you? From the General Electric Theater to
governor of California- that’s progress.
Despite this climb I doubt that progress
will be his most important product.
Bob ZIngmark
A14965

Editor:
W. D. Parker accused the UC Students for a
Democratic Society of tormenting and intimidating representatives of the U.S. Navy who
were guests of this college. Further, SDS
violated the freedom of speech because we
exercised that freedom to challenge individuals
who were not allowed to avail themselves
of the freedom of speech in return.
SDS was not picketing that particular
Naval van and those particular men attached
to it: rather, we protested the immoral nature
of the institution which they represented,
to wit: the U.S. Navy,
The purpose of the presence of the Navy
also should be made clear. I believe the reason
for the "visit" of the Navy was to express
an idea and to convince men of the rightness
of that idea to the degree that students would
become members of the U.S. Navy. The idea
is really quite simple: that it is right and
moral of men to unhesitatingly kill people and
destroy property, regardless of the circumstances, upon the decree of their superior,
and it is equally moral to join an institution
whose sole reason of existence is destruction
upon command.
The statement by W. D. Parker that the
Navy was not allowed to speak on the above
idea because of "policy" or more bluntly,
orders from above, is patently untrue. The
Navy freely attempted to convince anyone
who came to the table seeking reasons for
joining. What they did not do, however, was
enjoin anyone whom they suspected of questioning the validity of their premLse for
existence. . .
I do not accept the notion that merely because an organization refuses to discuss an
issue it is incumbent upon all those who disagree to remain silent in the interest, no less,
of free speech.. .
W P. Parker also asserts in the pattern
of classical doublethink that to challenge and
raise issue with an agency of the U.S. government or its members constitutes an "obscenity"
and "is in direct abuse of liberty." I think the
totalitarian and un-American nature of that
statement is clear enough.
If the above actually is the position of the
Navy and the U.S. government, as W. D.
Parker describes it to be, then perhaps even
more direct approaches to altering the existing
regime should be investigated.
Larry D. Collins
A15178

’Reagan Victory Shows
Influence of Good Looks’
Editor;
Jost a small hut interesting sideline to the
gubernatorial election. Could it he that when
one man is in office for eight years he is
bound to make mistakes and eventually offend
everyone somewhere along the line? Could be.
It’s not that Ronald Reagan is all that.
great. Another Republican candidate may have
done just as well. However, with good looks,
popularity and lots of green stuff he showed
that practically anyone can become governor of
the most populous state in the union.
Maybe Edmund Blown didn’t listen to
Reagan’s threats hard enough. Ile probably
forgot to wash all the soap out of his cars-Borax soap.
Who expected Reagan would get as far as
he did? No one, at first, took him too
serhutisly. And now look al Mud we’ve gone
and done ... see where a 20 mule team can get

‘Let Us Condone Publicly
What We Admit Privately’
Editor:
The birth control problem needs to be reevaluated realistically. First of all, it exists
as a problem only because of the dual purpose
of the sexual act itself. Sexual intercourse
most importantly assures the continuation of
human life. It secondly provides physical
satisfaction resulting from a primary motive
inherent in all normal and healthy individuals.
The main problem begins when conception
Is often the end result of sexual union entered
solely for hedonistic reasons.
To solve this problem, I believe contraceptives should be distributed to every segment
of the population on as wide a scale as possible. This would include giving contraceptives
and birth control information in a way that is
socially acceptable and which does not threaten one’s self-esteem. My immediate answer
to those who believe that such a program
would result in widespread sexual freedom is
simple and straightforward. It is time we look
not at a situation which may occur, but at a
situation that already exists. It is time we
stopped looking at the possible solution of a
problem as the magnification of the problem
itself. It is time we condone publicly what
most of us admit privately.
As a former social worker I was confronted
more than I wanted with the tragic results
of unintentional procreation, I too often saw
a relationship terminated by pregnancy. I too
often saw the opportunity for growth and
self-development thwarted in young mothers
overburdened with the day-to-day problems
of raising a family. And probably most tragic
of all, I too often saw young children brought
up in a "family" milieu devoid of love and
walmth.
Despite the possible far-reaching effects
of birth control measures, a program such
as this aimed at mitigating abortion, illegitimacy, unwanted pregnancies and, most important, the concomitant emotional damage
wilt hardly get off the giound if we who are
in a position let our personal values (especially those based on what others think of us)
interefere with policies leading to a more
happy and wholesome life for the majority
of our population.
TOW Woodring
A16565

Analogy of Civil Rights:
Turtles Watch Goldfish
Editor:
One lish died! We had two turtles, which
were alke! They were green! The other fish
is still alive, swimming about, looking at the
two turtles which we placed next to the fish
bowl. The fish in the fish bowl only one,
mind you) is a black goldfish, with large
mind eyes and a small gulping mouth. All
three are nameless. Nameless because we
have not named them. They would have
names! It is important?
We try to change the water whenever we
can. They depend on us to change their water;
without fresh water, they will die. The water
must be changed! It has been three days since
we changed it.
How are they getting by, all three of them?
Willi 11011111M to worry
TheY MPH)
about. The two turUes seem to like each

other. However, they seem nervous when we
approach them. They seem to be saying, "Let
us be. We are enjoying the lonely goldfish
(which is black). Let us be."
The black goldfish has a story, also. We
only heard about the green turtles. We said
they were content until we approached. They
got nervous. What about the black goldfish?
Mind you, it didn’t get nervous. It rather
appreciated our approach, looking to us for
fresh water and food which we gave it. The
turtles were always nervous!
The black goldfish sees the green turtles,
which are in turn watching the goldfish.
They see one another and the black goldfish
st! goes on its own way, waiting for us to
approach again, fearless in its wait. But
nevertheless waiting, waiting and waiting.
Don Scribner
A4703

Student Cites Coverage
Of ASGUSA Election
Editor:
I was very pleased to read Wednesday that
Vie Lee "nearly" became president of the
Associated Student Governments of the USA.
I am very sure that several paragraphs concerning this situation were quite necessary.
However, a gentleman by the name of Gary
Kleemann "was" elected the administrative
vice president of the same national organization. I realize that Gary Kleemann will
never be in the position to appoint the editor
of the Spartan Daily, but really, an event
of this importance to SJS deserves more than
one sentence.
Jim Conklin
A11073

’Colleges ignore Reason
As Guide To Knowledge’
Editor:
Every conceivable reason has been advanced
to explain the increasing dissatisfaction among
college students. And nearly every conceivable
device has been used to muffle the fact that
there is an inescapable connection between
"student unrest" and the dominant ideas universities are teaching them to think.
The grim fact is, that by refusing to set
the same epistemological principles for all
departments, colleges are turning themselves
into instruments for disintegrating the minds
of their students. Reason, as a guide to
knowledge, is ignored. The result is a philosophical free-for-all.
Students are offered a hodge-podge of unintelligible courses that have haul their philosophical bases yanked from under them.
Consequently, ideas taught in one class contradict ideas taught, in another, and each
subject floats in an out -of-context vacuum.
Simultaneously, students learn that there is
no certainty, no reality, no absolutes and, as
a final fillip, no mind.
Ironically, the student activists (who purportedly are rebelling against an irrational
society), are the most consistent adherents to
university philosophy. Their advocation of
mass civil disobedience and demands for a
"voice in the university power structure" (as
a prelude to taking it over) can only result
from the rejection of reason as a guide to
political action.
Until and unless universities uphold reason
as an epistemological base, the only alternative is "education" by intellectual disintegration.
MICA (’OnnOil
A4833

’Socialism Is Democratic,’
Critic Informs Opponent
Editor:
After reading Joseph Reid’s most recent
letter, I am now of the opinion that he not
only does not know the Constitution but has
little knowledge of political theory either.
Mr. Reid continually speaks of a communist -socialist -fascist coalition. Nothing could
be further from the truth. While communism
and fascism ate both totalitarianism, socialism
is both democratic and Christian.
To compare communism to socialism we
could say: (1) Communists wish to end capitalism by violent revolution while socialists
wish to use strict constitutional procedures.
(2) Communists wish a sudden transition from
private to public ownership, but socialists
want a gradual change with no private property collectivized without due process and fair
compensation. (3) Communists wish total
nationalization of all means of production
while socialists wish to nationalize only key
major industries, but leave small business in
Private hands. (91 Communists believe a small
minority within a minority (the professional
revolutionaries of the party) are to rule.
while socialists believe in democracy and
majority rule.
Contrary to Mr. Reid’s statements, socialism does believe the individual is important,
but not more so than society as a whole.
Also contrary to Mr. Reid’s statements,
socialism is not anti-Christian and does not
lead to communism. A look at the socialist
movements of Britain, Sweden, Denmark,
Australia, New Zealand, Belgium, Israel, Holland and Norway will easily bear this out.
I would like to see some facts from Mr.
Reid instead of reactionary opinion.
Charters Rooney
A9815

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty a
chance to express their views on campus, local
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, most be typewritten, double spaced
within 55-spacts margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or AS8 number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

SJS in Retrospect
FIVE YEARS AGO: Lyke magazine was
awarded first place for an around general
excellence in the 1961 campus magazine Millet:I at the national convention of Sigma Deli.,
Chi, national professional journalism society,
In Miami Beach, Fla,
TEN YEARS AGO: Anna Beal was crowned
Centennial Queen at the Coronation Ball in
San Jose Civic Auditorium. Ginny Biondi.
Donna Acuff, Pat Parish and Karen Weiss
were princesses. Queen Anna Beal appeared
on KNTV. Channel 11, along with Jerry McCarthy, homecoming committee chairman.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO: Sgt. W. H. Mae Kenzie, a member of the San Jose Police
department vice detail, made the statement
that there "Is no traffic of narcotics at S.IS
or at any other school in the city of San Jose."
TWENTY YEARS AGO: A romantic Eiizabethan melodrama, "The Duchess of Malfi,"
opened the dramatic season for SJS in the
College Theater.

Giant Bronze Bell Silent
After 85 Years in Tower
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The voice of La Torre, tower
of the SJS campus. is silent.
The giant two-ton bronze bell,
cast more than 85 years ago, has
been abandoned in the debris of
the school corporation yard of
Buildings and Grounds.
The bell was originally placed
in the Tower when the Tower Hall
complex was opened on Sept. 10,
1910. SJS was then known as California State Normal School in San
Jose.
Every quarter hour the carillon
bells chimed. Sounds were amplified from an electrical "pin hole"
device that svas later Installed
along with four speakers on the
top of Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The melody the chimes played
was based on Handel’s hymn. "I
Know That My Reedemer Liveth."
The official verse that accompanies the bells is entitled "Westminster Chimes." The words are
as follows:

sang this verse along with the vate the Tower and Morris Daily
chimes:
auditorium.
The Tower, symbol of SJS spirit
Westminster chimes
and tradition has undergone the
p in the ’Fou’r
charted face lifting, as did Morris
Telling the time
Dailey auditorium. Yet still the
Facia quarter hour
bells lay silent.
Will they forever be a muted,
Dr. Thomas MacQuarrie, much
loved president of SJS from 1927 useless decoration for the junk pile
to 1952. believed "The carillonic of Buildings and Grounds?
bells keep up the college spirit."
During the MacQuarrie administration, the bells tolled regularly
each quarter hour and also played
noon -day concerts. Often "Hail
Spartans Hail" echoed over the
campus from the Tower.
"The bronze bell used to ring
at graduations, to chime out loud
and clear the year of the graduating class," Dr. William G. Sweeney,
The SJS chapter of the Student
dean of the School of Education. California Teachers Association
recalls. "It also tolled for the
will hold a panel discussion on the
death of Dr. Henry Meade Bland.
poet laureate of California and problems of the credentials programs tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in
professor here."
The carillon chimes sounded for ED100.
Ring out, 0 Bells
the last time on Holy Thursday in
The one hour panel entitled
Your ancient chime
April, 3963. Tower Hall was judged "New Credential Programs in Ele%%loon. cadence tells
unsafe and closed by the Board
The flight of Hine.
mentary and Secondary Educaof Trustees on that day. After
Sound For told near
nearly a year of lengthy and tion," will deal with a recent surWith faithful t ongue;
heated debates, negotiations and vey showing that 73 per cent of
Ring hope tind cheer,
student referendums, the State the questioned prospective teachTo old and y
g.
Board of Trustees and the State ers are confused by constant
In the old clays, Normal School Board of Finance in January of changes of regulations governing
students improvised and usually 1964 made the decision to reno- teacher licensing under the 1961
Fisher Act and it’s reinterpretations.
Dr. Dwight Shafer, chairman of
for the complete collegiate experience
the Secondary Education; Dr.
worship this Sunday at
James MacPherson, chairman of
Special Education and Dr. William Rogers. professor of Elementhe downtown church
tary Education will be the initial
catering to the college community
speakers and will answer questions
from the floor.
13.30 & 11 a.m.Morning Worship
9:45 a.roColleg -Seminar"
545 p.rn,TriC Club

SCTA To Sponsor
Panel Discussion
On Credentials

First Baptist Church
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Federated Pharmacy
1206 E. Santa Clare at 25th
Open Mon Fri , 9 e.m.6
Sat., 9 a.rn.-3 p.rn.
293-7547

Sister Mary Antoinette
Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday - 11:40 a.m. only

SPECIAL! 9 -VOLT TRANSISTOR
RADIO BATTERIES
factory Ires10 Long 1001011 Replace your
00unertes today! 29c ea +alue Lint 4

:227c
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SUDBURY, Ont. (AP)
Two
Anglican priests, the Revs. Edward
Fuller and Cohn Clay, plan to open
a pub near Laurentian University
next fall to teach students how to
drink English style. Students will
be encouraged to play cribbage,
darts and checkersand make one
beer last all evening.

295-1771

79 S. Fifth St.

F OR

Coupon good for Nov.-Dec., 1966

Mr.

BASKET BURGER
A full 1/4 pound hamburger on a
giant sesame seed bun with tangy
8 -B -Q sauce, lettuce, tomatoes,
Henry’s own deluxe dressing, plus
a generous portion of crisp, golden french fries.
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A subso.ontral reviei4 of mathematics and engineering fundamentals is the subject of a course to
be offered on Tuesday and Thursday evenings, Jan. 5 through
March 30. 1967, by the SJS Extension Services.
The course is specifically designed to assist engineers to prepare for the Engineer-In-Training
examination to be given April 8,
1967. Deadline for applications is
Dec. 1, 1966. Applications are
available from the State Board
of Registration for Civil and Professional Engineers (1021 "0"
A-102, Sacramento),
Roo
Street,m
uhf. 95814).
Fee for the 23 scheduled meetings is 575. payable at the first
class meeting in Room 1 at the
Peter Burnett Jr. High School,
850 N. Second Street, San Jose
at 7 p.m.

An entirely new course, The
Nature of Language, English 94,
has something for everyone.
Vocabulary
titled
Formerly
Building and Language Study, the
radically revised format now involves the cooperation and teaching efforts of six departments.
The college bulletin describes
It as an introduction to language
as social convention, as structure,
as a means of perception and
understanding, as a record and
product of history. Since the course
was formerly an introduction to
the study of words it is clear that
the scope of the course has been
broadened.
An interdepartmental committee
of professors with Donald H
Alden, professor of English, as
chairman, has been working for
over a year to create the new
course which satisfies general education elective requirements.
SIX INSTRUCTORS
It is taught by instructors from
six departments: Kingsley G.
Noble, assistant professor of anthropoligy; Edith C. Trager, associate professor of English; Tares
Lukach, assistant professor of
foreign languages; Michael F.
Schmidt, assistant professor of
philosophy; John J. Meryman, associate professor of psychology:
and Jack L. Ray, assistant professor of speech.
According to Schmidt the course
has met with excellent student
response. It is important as an
introductory course for students
in all the departments represented.
I since each department offers upper
’division courses of a related nature.
HELPFUL COURSE
English 94 is a helpful course in
discovering the great variety of
features of different languages as
well as those that may be found
universially in all languages. To
the English and foreign language
major it is valuable as an introduction to the study of second
language learning. To the psychologist it is basic as a means of
discerning pervasive features of
language in order to find patterns

fogoit*
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Just three blocks from campus
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SJS Named Site for Conducting
Data Processing Certi !cation Test
f

SJS has been selected as one t,1
100 test centers in the United
States and Canada for the sixth
annual examination fur the "Certificate in Data Processing" on
Feb. 25, 1967.
The three - hour examination,
which begins at 8 a.m. in C11164,
of
is designed to test a wide
data processing knowledge which
is considered mandatory for professional competency in the field.
The examination consists of 220
multiple choice items covering automatic data processing techniques
and equipment; computer p1’:. tramruing and software systemi; data
processing systems concepts, design and implementation; and

of thought common to all mankind.
To the anthropologist the course
gives insight into language and its
relation to culture. To the philosopher and student of speech the
course offers a general introduction to the problem of meaning
and to semantics.
Areas covered in the three unit
course are morphology, syntax,
phonology, anthropological linguistics, historical and comparative linguistics, psycholinguistics,
semantics and applied linguistics as
well as an introduction to animal
sounds and human languages, language in culture, the communi.7o.live process, natural and constructed languages.

A New Home for
SPAGHETTI LOVERS
All the spaghetti
you can eat.

$1
Monday thru Thursday
ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara St.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Vetatd9OU

quantit,t , methods; accounting,
mathemalJ .Ind statistic’s.
Certification is granted to candidates who pass the eomprehensive examination, meet a threeyear experience requiremen,
data processing, and fulfill ti.
academic requirements which 11,
elude a nurnbcr of college
courses encompassing the fields ot
business and mathematics.
St oily guides and applica I
forms for the 1967 examinatii,,,,
are available free from the Dal.,
Processing Management Assoei
lion Intetnational Headquartet,.
505 Busse Highway, Park Rittg,
Ill., 600611. Deadline for tailmni-

Al\
Gulf

ting applications is Dec. 1, 1967.
All applications must be submitted
DpmA 11.-1+1+Ili al,
:

MISSING
PERSONS!

’

Are you one of the missing Seniors who hasn’t yet signed up to
he photographed for the spring
1967 issue of "SPAVA LIFE?"
Last chance to melte your gtadut
ation picture appointment in
J-107. Demtrimenf o’ Journalism
and Advertising. Office hours: 8
am,to 12 noon: 1 p.m to 5 p.m.
MIL

A Week-long Special!
With each oil change and filter
replacement, King Gulf will give
your car a free lubrication. Your
ASB card must be shown to
qualify.
Ask about our other student savings which are always available.

KING GULF SERVICE
1245 E. Santa Clara St. (di
297.9639

CHRISTMAS CHARTER FLIGHTS
to coincide with your vacation
New York, round trip, DC-8 Jet, only $195
January 2
January 3

December 16
December 17

Chicago, round trip, DC-7 Jet, only $155
January 2

December 16

Both these low fares include tax

Space is limited.
Make your reservations now!
Clqa and Mail This Rt,ervation to:
CHARTER FLIGHTS
112 Marley Sc.
San Francisco, Calif. 94102
Name
Address
State

111
City
Phone

Zip

$20 deposit, check or money order, requi,ed with reservation

Coast Radio
THE COLLEGE SHOP
98 S. 3rd St., San Jose
297-1754

DEUTSCH GRAMMOPHON

Classical Record Sale
So successful we continue with reg. $5.98

$6.98

$3.47
Never
Never

BASKET
CHEESE
BURGER
69‘

Need
Ironing!
Petite

Tall

$10.99
Sizes
5 to 20

515 S. Tenth Si.

RADIO

VICTORY NIGHT IS
SPARTAN NIGHT AT HENRY’S
To help Spartans celebrate their victories.
Hnry’s will sell hamburgers for 10c, every
football game, Be sure
night they win
to look for the victory torch in front of
Henry’s.

Enrich your record library now at this special
price. A marvelous selection of the world’s great
music including works by Tchaikovsky, Beethoven,
and Delius. Equally impressive performances by
world-renowned concert artists.
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’New English Class Combines
Efforts of Six Departments

Permanent Press
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Extension Service
Offers New Class

Coast Radio’s College Shop is just for you! In
addition to our classical LP’s, we keep a complete stock of jazz, folk, and pop records designed to satisfy every musical whim. Of course,
our prices are the lowest, while ’quality is the
highest.

DAVENSH IRE
Validated Parking
Layaway
Rank Charges
Open Mon. & Thurs. until 9
2116 S. let St.

THE COLLEGE SHOP

94 S. 3rd St.

297-1754
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Monday, November 14, 1966

Book Review

Two Profs To Participate
In Philosophy Seminar

Actor Analyzes Life

held in room seven of the Fine
Arts Building at the City College campus, 2100 Moorpark Ave.
At the morning session, 10 to
11:45, Dr. Tansey will discuss
academic fieedom as it affects
the visual arts, Dr. Clark will
explore English literature and
drama, and Mills will speak on
the problems of the curator.
From 1:30 to 3:30 p.m., members of the panel will crossquestion one another and answer questions from the audience.

Two SJS professors and a museum curator will explore The
Arts and Academic Freedom" at
the tnird annual Philosophy
Symposium scheduled Saturday
at San Jose City College.
Panel membei s Dr. Richard G.
Tansey, SJS professor af art;
/r. ,L1Illes J. Clark. SJS asso’lessor of English; and
.
\hie., curator of the Oakticiland Art Museum, will
pate.
The day -long apt!’idle-, which
are five do the Tani,. will he

(EDITOR’S NOTE. Mrs. Master, a
candidat for a mastfor’s degree in
librarionship, is the recipient of a
$225 Friends of the Cupertino Library Scholarship. The following is
a review of ’ Mickey Rooney i.e.: An
Autobicgraphy- which is available
in the SJS Browsing Collection on
the ground floor of Library Central.)
By AVALON MASTER
At 18 months, Mickey was
playing in burlesque with his
parents and soon became a child
star in the Toonerville Trolley
film series.
He still believes that the high
point of his career was his stage
and film roie as Puck in Max
Reinhardt’s version of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream."

Shops by Bi:1 Bayley

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

SPECIAL

NATIONALLY FAMED SJS Marching Band
will perform Saturday in Spartan Stadium
when the Spartan gridders meet the Fresno
State Bulldogs. Directing the I 20.piece band
will be Roger Muzzy, associate professor of
*****************ark*****
is
*
SMART STUDENTS
$AVE $ $ $

4,
ADIES DRESSES 4,
WOULD YOU BELIEVE
SAVINGS OF $50-$150
ON CAR INSURANCE?
If, during your COLLEGE or
HIGH SCHOOL spring semester,
you received a "8- average, you
will qualify for this SCHOLASTIC
DISCOUNT.
Would you believe Agent Smart?
What about Agent 007?
ling Agent
How abo..:,
PAUL SCOLA
65 W. Hamilton. Campbell
Res. 266-5908
Office 378-4123

3

Regitiar

Now $1.29
1
Golden West Cleaners
27)

31.41

ii

292-1052

reet

music. Billed as one of the lop collegiate bands
in the United States, the SJS group has appeared twice on national television. Appearing
with the band will be the 12 SJS Band Aides.
Game time is 1:30 p.m.

Concert Performances
To Feature Coed Soloists
Senior music majors Sharon
Kelley, soprano, and Cheryl]
Melott, cellist, will be featured
at 8:15 p.m. tomorrow and
Wednesday when the SJS Symphony Orchestra performs in
Concert Hall. Admission is free.
Under the direction of conductor Patrick Meierotto, associate professor of music, the 75piece orchestra will present
Symphony No. 36 in C major
("Line); Recitative: ’’Giunse
alfin ii momento;" and Aria:
"Deh vieni, non tardar" from
"Le Nozze di Figaro."
First heard in Vienna in May
of 1786, Mozart’s "Marriage of
Figam," based on Beaumarchais’
comedy of the same name, has
become known as the outstanding example of Italian "opera
buffa." The present excerpt is
one of its many outstanding
lyric moments.
Ambroise Thomas’ aria "Connais-tu le pays?" from "Mignon"
and Giacomo Puccini’s aria "Vissi
d’arte,
vissi
d’amore"
from
Tosca" is also on the program.
The veristic ’’Tosca" is set in
Rome when it witnessed the
hitter political battles between
the monarchists and the Bonapartists. Passion, violence and
intrigue run rampant through
its pages.
"Schelomo," a Hebraic rhapsody for cello and orchestra, by
Ernest Bloch and the overture
from "Carnaval Romain," op. 9
by Hector Berlioz also will he
performed.
Schelomo portrays a wide
range of emotion, from a brilliant portrayal of the sumptuous
splendor of the Oriental court
of Solomon, to a quiet depiction
of his contemplation of all the
glory and wealth and the pessimism and sadness accompany-

’Gypsy’ To Begin
San Carlos Run

SAN JOSE STATE

PARTY SPECIAL
100% U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED BEEF

HAMBURGERS

Facing an audience was never
an ordeal for Mickey. Show business was his hobby and his work.
Parties were simply extensions
of what was done on the set.
Work WaS fun and fun, was
work and Mickey was always
"on." But something was grinding within him. Was it his size?
Was it the fact that because he
stood small, people expected him
to be small?
Although Mickey had done a
great deal, and had proved himself in many different ways,
there was an inner drive that
pushed him harder and harder.
The more successful he was, the
more successful he seemed to
want to be.

"Gypsy,"
the Jule Styne.
Stephen Sondheim musical based
on the memoirs of entertainer
Gypsy Rose Lee. will open at
the Circle Star Theatre in San
Carters tomorrow for a two-week
run.
Gisele Mackenzie stars as
Mama Rose. Lois Roberts portrays Gypsy and Lew Parker
appears as Herbie.
Ernest Sarracino is director of
the musical which features songs
as "Let Me Entertain You,"
"Small World," "Some People,"
"Little Lamb" and "You Gotta
Have a Gimmick."

Deliciously Prepared Griff’s Gr-r-if-ic Way

tog his atlaainteni of the wisdom that all this is but vanity.
Miss Kelley, who is a pupil of
Maurine Thompson, SJS professor of music, has been president of Mu Phi Epsilon, honorary
music sorority for the past year.
She also has been active as a
member of the A Cappella Choir
and the Harp-Choral Ensemble.
She is from Santa Clara where
she studied] with Melvin di Salvo
and James Paris. Recipient of
two scholarships, Miss Kelley
currently is soloist with St.
Paul’s Methodist choir in San
Jose.
Miss Melote, who is a pupil
of Donald Homuth, associate professor of music, also has studied
cello with Dorothy Lichty and
Theodore Salzmann.
She was the winner of the
Sin Jose Congress of Strings
scholarship sponsored by the
American Federation of Musicians in addition to several other
awards and scholarships.

Mickey had acted, sung,
danced, drunk, gambled, met
President Roosevelt and Henry
Ford. What was there left for
him to do at age 20? Up to now,
there had been only triumphs,
no defeats.
Then at 21 he tried marriage,
and was off to a series of disasters, marital and career -wise.
When his career eroded under
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CLIP THIS VALUABLE
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Present this
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Open daily 10:00 a.m, till midnight. Friday and Saturday till 2:00 a.m.
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ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.

"Yellow Rolls-Royce"
Student Discount Rates

57 S. 4th

CY 4-1215

Drive-in Parking

The United man is coming!
The United man is coming!
Are you ready? He’ll wart to kow all about
you ... to see if you’ll qualify io7 a job
with United Air Lines (world’s largest). He’s
got lots of positionsfrom Accounting to
Stewardessing. See Him!
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to
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Suppori
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.,111A111111.1"

"The Liquidator"
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FREE Giant 3x4 foot full -color
WORLD MAP with each
typewriter rental

STUDIO

HATES!

1.1,11,00111%

fralpark

TYPEWRITER
SCREEN ---RENTALS
Student Rates
SCENES
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The
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Late Model

For additional information
Contact
Student Placement Office

SAIL TO ElillOPE
FROM ’I’l I E
WEST COAST!

him. based on wrung
nomrepresentation. and his own erratic conduct. he went for long
months at a time without working.
While it had been hard for
Mickey to wear success, it was
even harder for him to bear failure. When he lost his job, he
lost his hobby, and minus both,
there wasn’t much left. Mickey
discovered that what was hard
and frightening and inexpressibly
difficult was real life. In Holly.
wood, you’re only as big as your
last picture, and the cardinal sin
is being broke.
This isn’t a once-upon -a-time
story. It is Mickcy’s story of
show business in Hollywood, with
many anecdotes of celebrated
friends, including his lifelong
friendship with Judy Garland.
This is the story of how he
earned 12 million dollars and
ended up in the bankruptcy
courts. It is the story of intense
living and lavish spending. It is
multi -colored and many mooded.
Here is a soul-searching autobiography presented as a sort of
self-analysis, partly self-indulgent, partly apologetic. With
great humility, Mickey himself
says. "The bitterness that is in
this book is only because I know
the me that might have been, I
also know Ihr. me that can be."
000130000000r

Take Sign-Ups for Spring ’67 Jaunt
College Ski Club To Show Movie,
"The Big Ski Show," a him
by Warren Miller, will be shown
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m, at the

xtond i%

meeting for the Heavenly Val-

11 ELAINE GRAVES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Bo you have "un influenza di
fredda’7
It’s an old Italian phrase
meaning "the influence of the
cold." Today it’s translated as
the flu.
The current Asian flu, or virus
A, began in China in the early
part of 1957, spread to refugees
in Hong Kong by April and continued through Singapqre and
Formosa (Taiwan). By June 10.
1957, the flu had spread
throughout the world, following
the lines of transportation.

POLICE OFFICER?
Earn $638 to $776 a month
h.

ly

Are you police officer materialt? You are if no has e 60
s of college credit. are male. between 21-34. and want to
work in a progressise department with a thorough training
program. There are 30 full- ’ . openings asailable in the
City of San Jose. Apply now at ...

;a

N. First St.

2)2-314l Ext. 205
OR

,t1
th

Contact Placement Office for
Nos. 18 Campus Interview
CITY OF SAN JOSE
.In Equal Opportunity Employer

le

Se

JOIN THESE TWO skiers in winter fun and go on the Ski Club’s
Heaventy Valley trip during semester break. The weeks room
and board is only $12. Space is limited. Sign up at the next
meeting.
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City Hall
Room 211
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Opportunity

Ne% er

Ampex is fortunate to has e 11141/1 inguisithe men, hut
we’re always looking for more. if you fit the description. you’ll be interested in meeting with our Technical
Recruiter.

Campus Interviews
Today and rcomorrow

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
Interviews will be conducted in conjunction with your placement office. Please contact the placement office to arrange
an interview time convenient for you.

AMPEX
2655

Redwood City, California
Bay Road
.4mper Is he Equal Opportunity Employer

T-M Travel Agency
-The 1l ost in Traver
4,../..
.,. ., , -. FREE SERVICE
_ on all Airline
’,...i.1:\
jihilv
Reservations
Thanksgiving and
Christmas Reservations
also

Youth Cards & Tickets
call 293-1033
Of

see your

Campus Rep., Bill Riley
60 N. First

287-6973

San Jose

ENGAGENIENTS
Geraldine Alice Browne, junior commercial

art

major,

to

Philip G. Widmann, SJS graduate, from Fair Oaks. Widmann
is enrolled in Army Officer Candidate School at Ft. Leonard
Wood, Mo. August wedding is
planned.
Pam Mangseth, senior sociology major from Los Altos to
Dan Dahien, social science graduate from San Bruno. Miss
Mangseth is affiliated with Chi
Omega sorority and Dahlen with
Kappa Sigma fraternity. No defi-

nite wedding date has been set.
Carol Ann Gorden, senior sociology major from Los Angeles,
to James S. Ferris, English graduate from Rio Vista. A June
wedding has been planned.
Vicky Gruel, graduate dental
hygenist from Vandenberg, to
Larry A. Hoff, senior political
science major from Charleston,
S.C. Hoff is affiliated with Spartan Shields, Arnold Air Society,
Theta Chi and is ASH Junior
representative. Miss Grad is at
tending the Los Angeles School
of Dentistry. An August wedding
is planned.

SJS Women Over 29 Club To Hold
Organizational Meetings This Week
Are you a woman who’s age
’29 and attending SJS? If so.
you are eligible to join the new
group, Womeq. Over 29, which
is holding two organizational
meetings this week.
The identical meetings will be
held Wednesday, Nov. 16 and
Thursday, Nov. 17, both at 2:30
p.m. in E132.
SJS faculty representatives
from the campus departments
which enroll the majority of
women will acquaint the group
with their courses, according to
Dean Cornelia A. Tomes, dean
of women, and originator of the
new mature vvomen’s organizaion.
Temporary officers of the organization are Mrs. Melba Forsberg, president, Mrs. Phyllis Edmondson, vice president, Bernell

\Villiauuus, t reasurer and Mrs.
Elizabeth Drouillard, secretary.
According to the Mesdanies
Forsberg and Edmondson, Dean
Tomes established the organization to provide counselling and
votaitional guitlanee as well as
fellowship for the mature college women students.
Headquarters for the group
has been established in a house
at 177 S. 10th St. Called the
Special Instructional Center for
Women, the house will be available as an open -house for the
women.
A questionnaire has been sent
to approximately 1,500 women
over 29 who are enrolled at SJS.
The purpose is to find out their
interests. Miss Berniece Ryan,
assistant d ir ect or of student
housing. was in charge of compiling the list.

Ensemble To Play
The Drole Quartet, one of the
leading chamber ensembles of
Europe, will appear at the San
Frandsen State College Artists’
Series Sunday concert. Nov. 20,
at 3 p.m. in the CreatiVP Arts
Auditorium, 1600 Holloway Ave.
Admission is free.
The program will include Bela
Bartok’s Quartet No. 3; Paul
Hindemith’s Quartet in C, Op.
16, and a Quartet by Hans
Werner Henze.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fektec!

ALCO, I BELIEVE YOU!

biggest

volume,

passing VOLUME

GAR AGE EUROPA

BEST FOR YOU

Biggest means MOST BRANDS car-

Because this great low -priced -backed with SERVICE--and EASY CREDIT

TV-HI-FI AND STEREO STORE IS

DISCOUNT on to you!

ONLY TWO
CAMPUS! !

BLOCKS

WEST

OF

SAN JOSE

A division of Ako-Paramount and Nelson’s TV
there’s an Mee star* near you!

OPEN ’til 9!

295-9082

850 LINCOLN AVENUE

OFF
25%
car insurance-wise

"B"average. Male,
16 to 25. High school junior or senior, or college
student. Sound like your son? Then you could save
25% on car insurance with State Farm’s
Good Student Discount.
Contact me now
for details.

SALE!
Books up to 98% off!

’Books
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek & Winchester
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
.Serring California Since 1851
65,000 BOOKS 75,000 CARDS

A10010Or

ATTENTION
Accounting
Majors
Are you interested in a challenging profirseional career as
a ch ilian auditor with the De.
pertinent of 11efense? Excel.
lent ail, interment opportimi
ties -formal !raining program.
Defense 1:nsitract Audit
1gency representative will
ter, irw intereeteil applicants
011 1’011110M on November II,
1966. Contact the Placement
Office for drisik.

P

6080

RALPH T. LUMLEY
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
95 E. San Antonio St.

One block from campus

292-8677

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

JOIN A GROWING COMPANY
IN THE DYNAMIC FIELD OF
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
WITH

STEWART-WARNER
MICROCIRCUITS, INC.
Stewart-Warner Microcircuits, Inc., in Sunnyvale, California
has excellent positions for enthusiastic, aggressive graduates
who would like to join the exciting field of microelectronics
with good prospects of advancement in a fast growing company.

Management Trainee

Mechanical Design

Process Control

Marketing

Product Development

Chemistry

Process Development

Desired Background:

WIDEST SELECTION
ried, too!

1:1,11.11’d Moreland Taylor pinpointed type C
virus during the 1949 epidemic,
while A. Sendai detected type
It during Japan’s epidemic of
1953.
These types are listed in alphabetical ord., depending on I heir
order of
1111. 191111 10(101111C

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
VOLKSWAGEN. MERCEDES AND PORSCHE.

Influenza has a long, contaminating history, probably first
described by Hippocrates in
500 B.C.
The first recorded flu epidemic occurred in Italy, Germany anti England in 1173. It
was a mild infectious invasion
compared to the 1580 pandemic
or universal disease.
The 1918 pandemic, destroying 20-30 million lives, ranks
with the Black Death. During
the siege, 548,000 people died in
the United States.
The pandemic of 1689-90 attacked in waves, beginning in the

Electronic Design

BELIEVE YOU ME YOU SHOULD BELIEVE!
Since ALCO is biggest, we buy in

11%111,V--1

Positions Available in Following Areas:

Would you believe ALCO is an unbelievable
HI-Fl & STEREO STORE?
LOWEST PRICES

winter, followed ms .1 seerer
episode 14 to 15 months later
in the spring of 1891, and the
last mild %%WC appeared in the
late fall and winter of 1891-92.
British bacteriologist Wilson
Smith discovered type A influenza in 1932. American Thomas
Francis isolated type II during

Slops

Ampex I,00ks For The Inquisitive Mind
Nlen with good i ii i ll ils are not particularly hard to find.
But men with good inguisithe mindshaving a knack
for exploring new and untried areas, unhindered by
comention
are at a premium.

MT% \

Germs Plague Mankind

ley semester break trip. Cost
is $12.50.
Friday, Nov. IS, the Ski Club
will sponsor an ice skating trip
to San Francisco Ice Arena. Bus
fare is $1 for members and $2
for non-members.
.
_

SJS Ski Club meeting in JC141.
Sign-ups will be taken at this

N.rovembei 14, I9416

80 SOUTH 2nd ST.
or 79 S. 3rd ST.
Phone CT 7-7111
SATURDAY ’TIL 6 P.M.t

EE degree preferred, degrees in other engineering areas, business management, physical science acceptable.
INTERVIEWS:

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Make an appointment today at the Placement Center for an
interview with J. P. Gates, Executive Officer, to find out how
you can enter the fascinating field of integrated circuits.
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On Chilled Utah State Turf

Spartan Ice Follies CostlyGriciders Slip 274
Its LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Dully sports Editor
They didn’t
PROVO, Utah
slip or slide, but the SJS footballers were pushed ;Bound enough
by the Utah State Aggies to fall
27-7 Saturday afternoon.
The Spartans found the footing
dal I icult bet on. 8.620 tans in Romney Sta.:tun a. they lacked the

sharpness exhibited against Idaho
the previous week.
Part of the problem was the
weather.
With the temperature in the
high 30’s, the Spartans appeared
nearly frozen to a standstill. Na
snow or rain fell during the game,
although the field had been hidden
by snow two days earlier. Sawdust
-

covered much of the surface, but
SJS still found the footing slick.
The biggest obstacle, however,
were the Aggies.
Grounding out a running attack
ideal for such conditions, Utah
relied on tailbacks MacArthur
Lane and Erie Maughan, Lane
picked up 71 yards in 11 carries
while Maughan slipped by for 65
on 16 rushes.

found
the
meanwhile,
SJS,
ground yardage difficult and also
Sow its usual potent passing attack
grounded.
Danny Holman connected on 15
but gained
of 25 aerials all right
only 104 yards and had two tosses
intercepted.
San Jose generosity proved costly, too.
After taking the opening kickoff,

Keyed-up
students unwind
at Sheraton ...
and save money

A quick second quarter tally resulted when Joe Forzani grabbed a
Holman toss and returned 23 yards
to the SJS 16. With Erie Maughan
and Frank Nunn carrying the load,
the Aggies ran the score to 10-0.
The Aggies scored five minutes
later.
Lane and Gerald Watson alternated ball -toting duties in the 41.
yard scoring series. A 20-yard punt
i by Randy Cardin, who entered the
, game with a 41.6 average, helped
I Utah State gain field position for
the drive.
Ahead 17-0, the Aggies elected
to kick off to open the second
half. Their unusual move proved
prophetic.

Save with tile/lend discounts! Send for your
free Sheraton ID card today! it entitles You
to room discounts at nearly all Sheraton
Hotels and Motor Inns. Good over Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, summer
vacation. weekends all year round.
SEND FOR YOUR FREE ID CARD!
II

Jerrell Andrews fumbled on the
Spartans’ first play from scrim- ’
tnage. Taking over on the SJS 15.
the Aggies found the defense immovable. finally settling for a 33.
yardfield goal by Jim Murphy.

After returning the kick 23
yards, John Payne saw the ball
slip from his hands into a mass of
Aggies tacklers.
Maughan. Lane and Nunn traded
carries as Utah seratched out the

COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
do Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please rush me a free Sheraton Student ID Card (or a free Faculty Guest Card). I understand it entitles me to generous discounts all year long at most Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns.
Name

needed 25 yards to go up 24-0.
Utah’s final score came early
in the final period. After an Aggie
drive had been bogged down by the
Spartan defensive wall and a clipping penalty. Murphy came in to
toe a 38 yard three-pointer.
SJS, frustrated in the third quarter when officials ruled S. T.
Saffolcl was out of the end zone
when catching a Holman toss, finally broke the scoring ice late in
the closing period.
Fullback Bob Hamilton, who had
seen only spot duty until Saturday.
bolted the final 10 yards on a
draw in the Spartans’ only successful series.
Hamilton hit the Aggie line for
48 yards in eight carries. In all.
however, the Spartan ground attack netted only 15 yards rushing,
as Holman was felled for minus
,
41 yards.
Coach Harry Anderson admitted
the sod -covered field had made the

spwais-

ra.M.41

footing difficult for the team. "But
we didn’t look very sharp. We just
were not hitting crisp and our
timing was poor. Utah got the
ball too often in good field posit iii
and that made it tough for the
defense."
For the Aggies, the win marked
a definite return to their usual
brand of football. Rated to finish
anywhere from eighth to 18th in
pre -season polls, Utah dropptal
their first six gatnes before trouncing University of Pacific last week.
47-9.
The loss for San Awe makes a
.500 season impossible.
With six losses already, the
Spartans can only hope to witi
their fourth in the season finale
with Fresno State Saturday.
But the had news this week
again comes from Stockton, where
the Bulldogs rallied to down UOP
14-12 on a last minute field goal.
Fresno stands 6-3 on the year.

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

CLIP THIS COUPON
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SAM MOORE
. . . receives chilly Utah reception

More education?

51

BADMINTON
The next sport in the intramural
program will be ever-popular badminton. Deadline for entries is
Wednesday, Nov. 23. Play begins
on Monday, Nov. 28.
The one-man competition is one
of the most popular sports at
SJS. Last year Mark Brumbaugh
defeated Ron Deetz for the All College Championship.
FREE THROWS
Free throw competition begins
shortly after badminton. Deadline
for entries is Monday, Nov. 28, the
same day play starts.
Entry forms for this and badminton may be obtained in Intramural Director Dan Unruh’s office,
MG121.
HUNCH
Three-man basketball begins. for
all teams Thursday. Teams should
watch the Intramural bulletin
board for notification of who,
where and when they play. The
schedule should be posted Wednesday.
TURKEY TROT
The Turkey Trot is slated to be
run Tuesday, Nov. 22. The race
win cover a two-mile course, beginning in front of the cafeteria.
going to Spartan Stadium and
back.

November 30. Soup, salad,
vegetable: choice of beverage, entree and

doy through
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MARRIED & GRADUATE
STUDENTS
7 Reasons Why You Should
Move to West San Jose
1
2
3
,1
5
6
7

2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
All Electric kitchens with DISHWASHER
2 Large Pools & 2 Saunas
Individual Patios
Spacious Grounds
15 Minutes from San Jose State
$135 and Up
For further information please

CALL 244-0686

CALL NOW!

Come on, IBM,
you’re putting me on!
Yes, we are. Ve’re putting you on the track
of an exciting new kind of career for men and
%%Innen with IBA l’s Data Processing Division.
A career in Computer Applications.
Just what is Computer Applications?
It’s a mix of your engineering, scientific or
math education with your ability to solve
business problems and advise business management. A mix that can give you opportunities
for growth, advancement and financial reward.

Best of all, IBM will train you for your new
career. (That’s where the "more education"
comes in.) At full pay, of course.
When you’ve completed the extensive training
program, you’ll use your newly mixed talents
to advise our custi diners on the most effective
and efficient ways to apply IBM’s information
processing equipment to their business problems. So, come on. ’16 an exciting, rewarding
future.

Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study,
sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, November 21-22

If, for some reason, you aren’t able to arrange an interview, drop us a line. 1’rite to: Manager of College Recruiting,
IBM Corporation, 1424 Wilshire Boulevard, 14,5 Angeles, California. IBM is an Final Opportunity Finployer.

"140
SUPER PREMIUM" TIRES
mean
HIGH PERFORMANCE
see them at:
TiPe
802 S. First St.

cepeice Company
297-9111

Murirtriy,

Cross -Country Team Varies Drills State Championships
As NCAA Championship Nears Water Poloists
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Writer

"But
just
our
the
t ion
the
irked
usual
finish
th in
ouncweek,
kes
, the
) win
finale

ships in Lawrence, Kansas, the
well-balanced SJS harriers have
With only one week of prac- varied their workouts to keep in
tice time remaining before the shape for the nationals.
Seven Spartans will make the
NCAA cross-country championtrip to the midwest-the same
seven that helped SJS finish the
regular season undefeated. Those
named by Coach Tracy Walters include Jim Sullivan, Rich Klemmer,
od
ever try hitchBill Langdon, Steve Brown, Byron
hiking across the English Channel? Would
Lowry, Chuck August and Russ
you celebrate the
Mahon.

JET-EUROPE

Fourth of July with a
snowball fight? Haws
you dreamed of wandering through Paris
. . . or Rome
. . or
,n?
You can. Have a ball!
Fly to Europe this ion, -

CHASED DEER

The Spartans spent last week
trotting in the Big Basin, and also
running on Mt. Hamilton. Very
few times this season did the harriers chase someone to the finish
line, but on Mt. Hamilton, the
SJS team chased deer for their
workouts. Walton said his troops
failed to catch any of the four-

Roond Trip,
inc. tax
call: Bill Riley, 287-6973

$399

week
where
UOP
goal.
r.
--

UNDER-DOG
On Nov. 21, they will be trying
to catch the national championship. Although SJS will enter the
NCAA in an under-dog role against
such teams as the University of
Kansas, with Jim Ryun leading
the field, and Washington State,
with Gerry Lindgren their No. 1
runner. Walters and his team are
not conceding a bit.
"All of our runners have done
an exceptional job all season, but
they are capable of running better
and we hope this comes in Kansas," Walters stated.
"Each one of the runners appears extremely eager, and our
workouts have been good," he continued.
BATTLING COLDS

Master
otweteri

LY

legged animals, but came close a
few times --which shows the Spartans can capture just about anything they go after.

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

dciidd&P
RINGS

DIAMOND

ER
ONNOVA .

. .

.

PROM $125

You Are Cordially Invited to visit our Bridal Registry
and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring:
Syracuse Fine China * Crystal Stemware by Holme
Boda from Sweden.
gaard

Master
Atveter3
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Some of the runners have been
Lattling colds, but otherwise are
in good physical shape. Lowry was
suffering from an injured ankle
in the San Jose Invitational two
weeks ago, but has recovered and
has been looking extremely well in
the workouts, according to the
Spartan coach.
Sullivan was also having physical problems, because of a case of
the flu, but after winning the San
Jose Invitational reported he didn’t
feel ill any more. Whereas most
of the Spartan harriers would
rather not run two six-mile races
in succeeding weeks, Sullivan competed in an AAU meet in San
Franicsco Saturday.
"Jim is a runner that knows
exactly what he needs to stay in
condition, and he feels that a
six-mile race would help him,"
Walters commented. "He ran backto-back six-milers this summer and
it didn’t hurt him at all," he concluded.
To get even more of a variety
of running experiences. Walters
took his team to Santa Cruz Friday and to Mt. Madonna Saturday.
They might even catch some deer
--and if they do-look out Kansas.

Track Meeting
Set for Tonight
A compulsory track meeting will
be held in MG201 at 7 p.m. today
with the purpose of kicking off the
indoor track season and the election of captains for the coming
track campaign.
Early indications point to another outstanding track season for
SJS with Bud Winter again serving as head coach.
All those participating in track,
along with the varsity and freshman track aspirants, assistant
coaches and managers are urged
to attend.

REEMAtT4 SPORT attra
not just a sale. . but a GOLF DEPT.
CLOSE-OUT! ALL PRICES 25% to 66% OFF!
our golf department. Everything must go
make room for expansion of our archery and skiing departments.

We’re completely closing out
to

set of four woods

$ 88

$43.56

set of eight irons

$118

$57.99

set of

irons

eight

$35.64
$47.52

$ 80

$28.99
$60

$ is
$ tn

$23.76
$31.68

$ 119.4et

571 E. Santa Clara

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we
cut it. Pete’s Barber Shop. Two barbers.
$1.80. S13 S. 4th Street.
AUTOMOTIVE (21
’69 CHEVY IMPALA, rebuilt, 2 door
hardtop. 348 HP, automatic, power steering, R/H. New brakes & interior. $495.
Sharp! 297-4809.

’63 VESPA G.S. Good condition, low
mileage, windshield, luggage rack. 2971310 after S per.

$ 59
$ 80

$ ’A

kangaroo hide golf bags
req. $125
now just $75

Free Estimates

286-4034

Free Towing

-1409.

MGA ENGINE "1600," $130. Transmission, $50. Assorted other parts also. Call
Kevin at 286-3025 after 6 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND 161

’69 GOLIATH. $100 or best offer. Runs
and looks good. Heater and good tires.
295-4348.

LOST: Cameo brooch at Delta Sigma Phi
homecoming dance. Nov. 5. Reward, Call
Sherilyn. 286-8258.

’64 HONDA 250, Scrambler. Bored to
305. Good running condition. Must sell.
$400. 2984641 between 5 & 7 p.m.
’56 FORD Victoria. New tires, battery.
generator, rocker arms. carburetor. $125.
243-5066. after 6 p.m.
’69 MGA. Red, good top, side curtains,
tonneau. Good rubber. Runs good. $450.
294.2927, Room 105. Ray.
’64 DODGE DART GT, convertible. 4
speed. nea top, low mileage. Top condition. $1.500.
_
. 378-0814, evenings.
-PORSCHE. Cabriolet, excellent con.
dition. Must see to appreciate. $1,890
or best offer. 327-6101, after 6 p.m.

PERSONALS 171

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Origina, jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore, 354-1273.
SERVICES 181

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dane Towle, 244-9600.
ANGIE’S SECRETARIAL SERVICE
210 South 1st St.
286-6135
San Jose, Calif.

’63 VOLKSWAGEN. R/H, new tires, ski
rack, blue. Excellent condition. Call 2870934.

All Hours - Typing - School Papers
Spanish Tutoring - Special Rates

FOR SALE 131

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Port time work
I/ hours per week
Large corporation expendieg marketing
and sales departments. Employing stu
dents on an experimental basis. Prefer
majors in business or in the social science
fields. Full time employment available
during semester breaks ard next summer.
$3.22 hour salary
Cell Student Placement Director
286.6093

$28.99

$31.68
$42.24

NEED: Rinky-Tink Piano Player for week
ends at Frontier Village Amusement
Perk. Call 225.1500.

SPORTS CENTER
244 5. 2nd St.
286.6100

SASYSITTER. Reliable. For baby end

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis. Only 35c a page. 258-4335.

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State

College, San lose,
Calif. 95114.

[I
E
E
E

For

One time Throe times Five times

linos
linos
linos
lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Add this
amount for
each addl.
Donal line

Ica
...

-

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.1111

.50

Print your ad hoot
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Una)
Do Not Abbrrilate
No refunds possible on canceled ads.

TYPING in my home. Experienced, de.
oendable, reasonable. Phone 294.1313.
EXPERT TYPING of your thesis, term
paper, manuscript, etc. IBM Electric.
Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine, 378.
8577.
TUTORING: Math Arith., Algebra, Trig.,
Gerametry, Calculus. Sciences, Phsejcs,
eating, Chem. Call 295.8041.
TYPING, in my home. Satit.far lion rjoar
antra,d 295.7966.
TRANSPORTATION 191
RIDE WANTED raver Christmas tp and
I , torn Pennsylvania. Will shore
npen,es. Contact Alfred Snyder, Room
23IA, Madrham Hall.

Call at
Classified Adv. Office -J206
Daily

(Ple.e Pro)))

Phone
_

TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaran
teed. 243-6313. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

To place an ad:

Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Name

WANTED: Fry ...v.ks to wm4 in Ja. I In
The BOA 4th and San Lailos. Prater 11.30

p.m. help.

3
4
5
6

Li Announcements (I)
E Automotive (2)
E For Sale (3)
111 Help Wanted (4)
fl Housing (5)

c.

a.m. to I:30

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Experience preferred. Hours:
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays in my home.
$80 per month. 298.2457.
toddler.

LARGE, CLEAN, QUIET, three bedroom
pt. $140, $150, $160 for 2, 3 or 4 people.
628 S. 10Th. 298-6319, 2-10 p.m.

ONE OR TWO MEN to share apt, with
two others. 3 bedroom, luxurious. 2438889.

’56 MERCURY two door. R/H, new tires,
rebuilt engine. Excellent condition, $295.
Call 293-3665.

HELP WANTED 141

JAMES A. CLAYTON & CO.
34 W. Santa Clara

292-4282

TWO ROOMS for men. Single or double.
Kitchen privileges. 86 S. 12th St. Call
298-7392,

’66 OLDS 442 convertible. Red with
black interior. Good condition. New
tires. $2595. Call 264-9182.

GIBSON five -string Mastertone banjo.
Wreath type inlay, Keith pegs. $425.
795 3247.

$39.60

16 styles of met’s’ and ladies’ golf shoes
"Mulligans" and "Hydes."
reg. 17.50 to 21.95

111

293-9910

117 E. Santa Clara

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

tuned. In very good condition. $415. 54
S. 14th or 293-5791.

immaculate, fully equipped. $80 or trade
for stereo radio. 293-0650.

LEFT-HANDED
"TOURNAMENT" CLUBS
set of four woojs
set of eight irons

Spivey’s

FOR SALE. 27" French Peugeot Derailer,

SHIRLEY SPORK LADIES CLUBS
set of four woods
,et of eight irons

9pancee Trate.oni.mion Spec/a/1et4

Near

MATURE GIRL with car, for light house- $120 NEAT, FURNISHED apt. 2 bedBEST LOCATION ON CAMPUS!
work and babysitting. $1.25 per hour. room. 101 S. 12th St. See Gorin. 295252-3801.
5311 or 244-1120, evenings.
Killion Hall
WANTED: Housing for student end his
315 E. San Fernando St.
HOUSING (5)
dog; must be close to SJS. 253-7063,
Limited Vacancy
$U, FURNISHED bedroom, kitchen & STUDIO APT, for rent. Close to campus.
Unapproved-Heated Pool
bath. Near SJS. Heat. All utilities paid. $80 per month. 617 S. 9th, Apt, I, 2981588.
Girl, non-smoker. 292-1327.
One apt. $190 for four or $200 for five.
HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 bedrooms. Near ONE MALE ROOMMATE wanted for
Two vacancies for women, $47.50.
apt. $49 50 per month. 470 S.
four-man
college. $22,000. Call 269.8034. 475 S.
One vacancy for man, $47.50
11th St., Apt. 28. Call 286-6146,
15th St.
FURNISHED ROOMS, male students. LUXURY LIVING. Wanted male roomSee Manager, Apt.’ ID
Kitchen privileges. No smoking or drink- mates. Two bedrooms & two bathrooms,
Under New Management
pool. 470 S. 11th, #40. Call 287.0724.
ing. $10 & $15. 293-3088.

’64 250 SCRAMBLER. New brakes. Just

JOE KIRKWOOD
-.of of folir wood-,
set of eight iron-.

10% Discount
To All SJS
Students,

Spartan Daily Classifieds

and boots, size 10, $40. Call 294-2929.
Robert Diller, Room 110,

AL BESSELINK
,,nt of four woods
nt of night irons

litann9:4

WOOD SKIS. 210 cm. Bindings. Poles

DICK MAYER
$ 90
$140.65

$2

FLYING
CLUJ)
membership.
$300.
Cessna 120. $4 dues, $4.50 per hour wet.
Student pilots OK. 867-3912.

CHUCK COURTNER

four woods

We Repair
All Foreign
Cars

Student Hair Cuts

;V$05.*SMASS4044010trtl‘T. riItleISWW840

way to stop Saari, we should be
in good shape for the tourney,"
predicted Walton.
The freshman team, meanwhile,
is also preparing for tournament
action.
The trash meets the University
of Santa Clara Wednesday in their
final scheduled game and goes to
the Northern California Closed
Tournament Monday, Nov. 21.
With one of their best teams in
Walton’s six-year term at SJS, the
Spartababes have a good shot at
the title.

Auto Transmission Repair

0409 or 241-1943.
NOW

of

0.144’

son looked especially good," Walton reported. "Bob Likins took
over in the goal in the second quarter and did an excellent job."
Walton feels that his club could
have a good shot at the State
College Championship if they could
conquer one problem.
The problem is Bob Saari, Long
Beach’s one-man scoring show.
Saari personally halted SJS when
it lost to Long Beach State, the
defending State College titlist,
earlier in the season.
"If we can figure out a solid

WOOD LATHE, $15. Radial drill press,
32 industrial, $37.50. All new. Call 292-

CLUBS

tel

"Last year we only won by one
point (at Stockton)," Walton explained. "It was nice to beat them
by as much as we did this trip."
The Spartans ran into foul
trouble early as all the starters
viewed the end of the game from
the bench. A fine defensive stand
by the reserve crew held the
Tigers to only two goals in the
final half.
UOP scored the first marker,
and stayed neck and neck with
the Sparts through the first quarter.
In the second period, however
Jack Likins scored once and Greg
BEST EFFORT
Hind added two to put SJS ahead
"This was one of our best effor keeps.
forts this season and one of the
better defensive efforts by our
MOBERG HITS THREE
reserves," Walton said.
Hind scored twice more, Steve
The Spartans had already de- Moberg had three and Doug Arfeated UOP once this season, but thur added one to round out the
the Tigers had a decided advantage Spartan scoring.
In their pool.
"Hind. Hoberg and Ted Mathew-

Between

SPARTAN DAILY -7

Move to Tourney

By LEW ARMISTEAD
Spartan Dolly Sports Writer
With their dual match season
history, SJS’s water poloists now
hope to win their first State College Championship in coach Lee
Walton’s six years at the school.
The Spartans met Fresno State
in their final scheduled game last
Friday. Results will appear in tomorrow’s Daily.
Wednesday Walton’s crew had a
rewarding trip to Stockton, beating the University of Pacific, 10-6,
to halt its four-game losing string.

12th &

Nneetnher 14 1b84

doss.

9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.

Address
Start ad on
Enclosed Is $

(Date)

Send
cash or
Spartan
Ph,,o,-

in handy order blank. Enclose
check. Make check out to
Daily Classifieds.
:V4 0414 I 0 :465

R--SPARTAN

niurv

’atm(lay, November 14,
14g8 I

Spartaguide

teria A and B. General meeting
Chi Alpha, 7 p.m.. ( -hi Alpha and slide lecture on Amigos Anominos Projects in Mexico.
Student Center, 144 S. 13th St.
American Marketing As/iodation,
San Jose Cycling Association, s
43:30 p.m., social and 7:30 p.m.
pro. 1A115.
meeting at the Hungry House, 610
TOMORROW
Coleman Ave., San Jose. Joe Green,
Theta Sigma Phi, 7-8:30 p.m., from Business Aircraft DistribuJC101 (journalism conference tors and Northwest Distributor for
room. All women students are in- Cessna will speak on "The Private
vited to hear a panel discussion by Plane Market Explosion." A film
three women graduates of journal - will accompany the talk and job
recruiters for U.S. Steel and Ford
km and advertising. Speekel g
Motor Company.
be Mrs. Darla Grainger I

TODAY

SCTA, 3:30 p.m., E100. Education consultants will speak.

KNTV, Mrs. Diane Jude,
0., ,
Economic Oppin
and Miss Pegg:.
Clara University.
I hot.
San Jose sd,ttt
p.m., J5141 .
.\
M
Francisco Ice Artim \.111
Warren Miller ski film, "The Pt:
will be shown. t’i (!..
Ski Sie (v.!
donuts. Membershli,coffee
!
the meeting for
will i!,spenisti ( ink 3:30 p.m., Cafe-

Sociology Club
The Sociology Club will hold an
organizational meeting tomorrow
at. 12:30 p.m. in CH235. Prof.
Douglas Hardy, the club’s adviser,
invites all sociology majors and
minors and other interested students to attend.

Applications Now Available
For Summer Federal Jobs

SAE Lions, Ho use
Endure Old Joke-Tar and Feathers

Job Interviews
I

Students interested in summer ment section of the Placement
between 9 a.m.
work with the Federal Government I Center, ADM234,
Whodunnit? That’s what the
to noon, and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
may pick up applications in the
brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
- - -Placement Center, ADM234.
and the San Jose Police DepartIn order to be eligible for work
ment are asking.

Phone Company

with the Government, it is necessary

take the Office and Sci-

ence Assistant

Examination,

Sc-

in the Placement Office.
Applications must be filed by
December 9, 1966 to take the test
given on January 7, 1967, or be
filed by January 9, 1967 for the
last test, which will be given on
February 4, 1967. Positions will
be available in Federal agencies
throughout the United States.
Types of positions will include
office jobs as well as science,
math, engineering, meteorology, library work and other areas. More
information and applications can
be obtained in the Student Place -

Thursday

nen-fling

SAE

mem-

bers awoke to find a pre-vacation
will conduct a recruiter training
surprise: someone had smeared
Noof
week
the
during
conference
their two white cement lions, every
vember 27.
first floor window, and the entire
Junior business and engineering front of the fraternity house with
interstudents are needed to
tee end loathers.
viewed 14. trainees. Six dollars am ill
Eeker, spokesman for
a
...well.
Intel
student
to
any
be paid
SAE declared that more than $100
Roth men and women students worth of damage WaS done to the
may sign up in the Plegement
house and that a police inspection
Center, ADM234. U.S. citizenship
is pending.
is required.
As to the identity of the misStudents will be able to gain experience and make money at the chevious culprit al Eaker minced,
same time, according to Mrs. Mar- "We’ve got our suspicions, but we
garet Keller. interviewer in the don’t want to reveal them at this
Placement Center.
time."

trieal, mechanical, civil and irld114t Hal engineering majttrs as a t II
physics, meteorology , mat lr,s pup, ..
science. math and chemistry mejors are wanted for positions in engineering and research.
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation. Majors in physics, electricel
and mechanical engineering needist
in research and development design.
Stewart - Warner Microcircuits,
Inc. Electrical engineering, physics,
sciences and liberal arts majors
may apply for positions as management trainees, marketing produi ters, engineers, process engineem.
and design engineers.
Pacific Gat and Electric f
"Sales and Merchandising" will
be the topic at the weekly Career puny. All engineernei
Information Series sponsored by aPPI} tOr POSitII/II, III 1.11-1Iii111
the Placement Center, Wednesday planning, design, iiiierioni
st ruction, sales.
at 3:30 p.m. in ED100.
U.S. Geological Survey, Water
Speakers Ivan Fifer, Western
Regional sales manager of Johnson Resources Division. Engineering
and Johnson, and J.A. Moran, di- majors with hydraulics or fluid
rector of college relations with mechanics, also hydrology, geology
Sears, Roebuck and Company will and physical science majors may
comment on employment qualifica- apply for positions as water resources investigators.
tions and opportunities.

WEDNESDAY
Artiodrong Cork Fonspany. Mar:mil liberal ai is
keting,
majors are needed in marketing.
The Proctor and thimble Distributing Company. Business or
liberal arts majors wanted for positions as salesmen leading to sales
management.
State of California. Electrical
engineering and mechanical engineering majors may apply for positions as designers with the Department of Water and Power.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Elec.

Career Series

NAws

IfflAV

BISTORY MYSTERY
WINISIMINIKEIME1%
ezete-eze-eze-

..corezereere3,’

-1:=e

.CeZ,Ze:e

-40;e:CGC.Gere

"Collected Poems ’,

not just a sale . . .
buf a GOLF DEPT.
CLOSE-OUT!

.P.CC.Cere

service from San Jose to Los Angeles.

"The Memoirs o
an Amnesiac"

Boeing 727 fan-jet

time to major overhaul. That
at
service
quality
means

$13.50 plus tax to Los Angeles

Lowest fore to Los Angeles

lImOS .1 I
For reservations

134 e. san fernanilo
and
457 e. can earlos

SPORT CENTER i4,1.-1
211 S. 2nd St.
286-6100

are

budget prices. Save nowl
cash stamps given

EZY

phone:
286-4720

EZY

.iuIifilmiliwu VALUABLE COUPON llIilIiIluIIluIIL
Good GrIly at
FREE $10
i
SILVA
WORTH OF
=
SERVICE
=
FL.
_Name
CASH STAMPS
- E
= No Purchase Necessary
ELIMIT ONE PER PERSON VIlid Unfil Dec. 31, 1966 =
:5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir
78 S. 4th

St.

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park It for You.

....caccoetaccove

...f...00000000001

CHRISTMAS CARDS

A WATCH
FOR ITER

In the heart
of
downtown San lose
2931953

are going on sale

TODAY!

TheN
Erticture

’TEXAS ACROSS
the RIVER’

the
Frontier

our layassay plain. I /pill

May we be the first
to wish you a

.vout account miss%

295-0567

Pnrking o, H. mu p of Store Open ThuradayVights

" r ig ht on campus"

CONTEST DIRECTIONS

1 PRIZE
ST

I :o11161111,11. ,Itt,,,ing ,ttmu l

LOS ANGELES BY

RUNNER-UP
PRIZES

PSA
of

17th Century English wars.
Wdrs.

Address

Tie-breaker: Estimate what the Dow-Jones Industrial

City

erage will be at the close of the market on Thursday,

Phone

November 17, 1966.
--

Bring this entry to Spartan Daily Classifieds between 9:30 a.m.
and 3:50 p.m. Contest closes 4 p.m. Wednesday. Nov. 16, 1966.

5161 Stevens
Creek Rd.
248-9858

I rum, l’2:1; p.m.

CONTEST RULES

TICKETS TO
UNITED ARTIST THEATER

727 FAN JETS

Name

84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

STARTS
WEDNESDAY!

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO

MYSTERY CLUE: Name

Two Locations

TECHNICOLOR
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

MERRY CHRISTMAS

1-11hmas

pick out the guitar for you!

Joey BISHOP

upcoming holiday season.

ion.
featuring
yb
sa
-15:(
liulosa. and ()mega

Moyer has the largest selection of guitars in town. You
budget prices. Stop in and

%lain DELON

has it lovely

Moyer Music
may buy or rent to own at

Dean MARTIN

It", ilist tile tiring ht t’r

ASB Number

mechanics

All credit cards honored

Super "electra-jet"
$11.43 plus fax to Los Angeles

95e

I. Read the Mystery Clue to find the History Mystery
of the week.
2. Now search the eight advertisements on this page
for the answer. It could be located in the contents
or topic of one or more ads.
3. When you have found the right answer, fill in the
space on the entry blank.
4. Now answer the tie -breaker question.
5. Fill out the requested information, clip the entry
blank and bring it to Spartan Daily Classifieds before 3:50 p.m. Wednesday November 16, 1966.

expe-

81.75

ealifornia book (.0.,

56 South

Service our

equipped to handle any automotive problem from minor

lii pill)111)all

ultl I

Silva

rienced

()sear Levant

..e.e..0OOCIZODOCeY-e=000-...e*

LET SILVA SAVE YOU MONEY!

JOIN THE PSA JET SET! ! !
PSA now offering Boeing 727 fan-jet

SEE OUR BIG ADVERTISEMENT ON THE SPORTS PAGE!

:et

.16711b1MINEWS.e.

Tree....acceocooc0000csoazocc-...-

At

by Robert l;raves

s’

We have reduced our prices
from 25. to 66v. off on all
golf clubs, bags and acce,.sorWs. We are closing our golf
department to make room for
expansion of our other sporting goods.

...000>re..etote.e"

Av-

I. Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
2. Students are limited to one entry per person. No Spartan Daily staff members
may enter.
3. All entries become the property of the Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any entries
that are lost or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant who
comes the closest to the correct answer of the tie -breaker question will be the
winner. In case of a tie, a special tie -breaker question will be given the winning
contestants to determine the winner of the PSA flight.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire 90
days after ticket is issued.
8. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines and to
make necessary additions or corrections of these rules.
9. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges. Their
decisions shall be final regarding both determination of prize winners or deciding
on disqualification of entrants for any reason.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and acceptance
of judges’ decisions.

